
Magic Transfer - Mini Tiles
A. SAFETY MESSAGES
1. Please read these instructions carefully before you start.
2. Adult assistance and supervision are recommended.
3. Intended for children aged 8 and above.
4. This kit and its finished product contain small parts which may cause choking if misused. Keep the product
out of the reach of children under 3 years old.
5. Scissors are required (not included). Children should be supervised by an adult when using scissors.
6. Do not put the product in your mouth or apply the magic transfer sheets to your skin.
7. Wash your hands after applying the transfer sheets.
8. Always work on a solid, level working surface and try to keep the area clean and tidy.

B. CONTENTS
8 mini tiles, 8 rubber magnets, 1 magic transfer sheet, 1 dabber and detailed instructions.



C. INSTRUCTIONS
1. Take the magic transfer sheet. Use scissors (from home) to cut out the individual graphics.
There is a transparent film covering the transfer. Do not peel it off before you apply it to the tiles.
Tips: Arrange the transfer for the desired design before you start.
Remember that the design will be flipped after it is transferred onto the tiles.
2. The magic transfers should be applied one at a time. Take one transfer and peel off the transparent film.
Tip: Start with the smaller transfers first, which are easier to apply.
3. Place it onto the surface of the tile with the white paper on the back of the transfer facing upwards.
4. Moisten the dabber with some water and use it to dampen the back paper until the surface is slightly
watery.
5. When the back paper is dampened thoroughly, let it set for 1 minute. Use the wet dabber to gently slide the
paper off the magic transfer.
Repeat Steps 4-5 to apply the remaining transfers to the tiles.
Tips: If you find it difficult to remove the paper, add some water and wait for another 30 seconds. Remove
the paper when it is still damp, as it cannot be removed from the transfer film once it has dried. If you would
like to overlap the transfer graphics, make sure the bottom film is almost dry.
6. Do not touch the transfer film when it is still damp, as the film may rub off. Allow the transfer film to dry
for 3 hours before proceeding to the next step.
7. Peel the back sheet off the rubber magnet and stick the magnet to the back of the tile. Press the magnet
down to ensure that it is firmly attached to the tile. 
8. Your fridge magnet is now ready to use.

QUESTIONS & COMMENTS:
We treasure you as a customer and your satisfaction with this product is important to us. In case you have
any comments or questions, or you find any parts of this kit missing or defective, please do not hesitate to
contact our distributor in your country, whose address is printed on the package. You are also welcome to
contact our marketing support team at Email: infodesk@4M-IND.com, Fax (852) 25911566, Tel (852) 
28936241, Web site: WWW.4M-IND.COM


